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We Bluedome Interiors is unwinding the opportunities in creating
astounding spaces since 2014, in and around middle eastern
region. Being a design & build firm we are really keen on providing our clientele utmost comfortable style with ultimate worldliness.
Our client's reckoning is translated into materiality. Be it residential, commercial or conceptual designs, We create innovative
designs by accentuating minute details to bring luxury, elegance
& uniqueness to our design.
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VISION

We aim to be the top-notch design firm in the region near
future. The clientele satisfaction acheived through the outstanding dedication and commitment, will be nurtured along
with the developing professionalism, balanced design, technical capabilities, applied technology and quality in service.
The effort and endless diligence we put in together creates
well built habitat spaces. Constant researches and analysis
brings regular improvement in the designing process.
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MISSION

We help people express themselves through the space created
around them, be it their residence or commercial space. Creating
spaces that are aesthetically valuable and in harmony with history, culture, tradition making the reflection of what the client
expects, through the current technological provisions is how we
take our move on the process.
To acheive the highest quality product for the best value and
with the schedule on our all time mandates. As a start to finish
source for all the interiors equipments, we streamline our teams
effort and maximize efficiency to meet the expectations and
trust put in us.
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EXPERTISE

Bluedome Interiors expertise backed by the methods of our
talented designers, engineers and outstanding experts. We
inspire our people to bring out their astonishing and valuable
ideas. We encourage our designers and engineers to work
together combining their knowledge from different discplines
practicing architecture at high level of quality.

I NTERIOR DESIGN AND E XECUTION
L ANDSCAPING
3D V ISUALIZATION
P ROJECT MANAGEMENT
A RCHITECTURAL CONSULTATION
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We strive to provide reliable and professional services with
the possible highest level of quality. Through development and
implementation of management system. We provide an adequate working environment that enhances our employees and
improves their productivity, inspiration and accuracy. Excellence and innovation are the core values in our work that we
always deliver.
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CLIENTS

We provide exceptional deal to our clients, where their needs
always comes first. As we organized around each client relationship, we keep the client’s needs, expectations and strategy
providing the context for every project we carry out together.
Our clients are remarkebly diverse; large and small, private
and public, for profit and non profit. We help them grow,
sustain and transform.
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P ROJECTS

RESIDENTIAL
The idea of making any part of your home appealing, no
matter the scale, can seem overwhelming. But these following
projects are proofs there are easy, creative and efficient ways
to get it done. Check out these amazing transformations and
get inspired for your own residential project.
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APARTMENT IN
CREEK HARBOUR
Panoramic view and our unique style allow
the creation of luxurious elegancy. Our
touch of neo classical concept played an
important compositional role in the overall
design. The materials emphasises the
harmonious combination of leather and
walnut panels, natural travertine. Due to
the panoramic glazing of the apartment,
interior reveals itself in a very special way,
welcoming natural light throughout the
day. Spotlights and chandeliers are placed
correctly to provide enough light during
the night. The white-black flooring is
accompanied by the unusual texture of the
carpet and velvet furniture upholstery.
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VILLA IN AL KHAWANEEJ
The tranquility and impeccable beauty in a fast-paced, chaotic world. Stylish and sophisticated
project from Al Khawaneej is love at first sight. Harmony in every detail is what our job always
should be about. Luxurious spacious living room with high ceilings. A large amount of light and
air, the ability to use a luxurious expressive chandelier. Modern design solutions combined with
high-tech materials, play with space and shapes from leading experts in their field.
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VILLA IN
AL MIZHAR
The interior of this project
combines
sophistication,
individuality and comfort,
which creates an incomparable
effect. The interiors are
multi-layered, elegant, rich in
both textures and a color
palette, where objects of art
are combined with a modern
design, and the tone is set by
luxurious space with a second
light and panoramic windows.
Well-designed volumes and
light are the key to harmony,
create the right atmosphere.
The design Combined finishing
with wood and glass in combination with marble floor bring
the whole interior together.
Exclusive design, absolute
individuality of
decisions,
emphasizing the uniqueness of
the location - the invariable
attributes of our philosophy of
interior, as art.
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W RESIDENCE IN PALM
This house is distinguished by a huge amount of natural light from the panoramic windows
and a special approach to the design of the space. The colors in the living room design
overlap with shades of blue. The upholstery and the metals of the furnitures and chandelier
evoke thoughts about the freshness. Designing the bedrooms, we used light noble shades
of blue and wood. The special luxury of the room is underlined by shining spotlights with
soft warm light. A bed with a soft headboard, make the room cozy and set for the rest.
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VILLA IN AL QOUZ
While Designing each interior, we always look for
inspiration in the culture and originality of the
space itself, emphasizing the importance of this
particular choices. In this case, the concept of this
design is classic theme literally saturated with
Arabian design, from the front door to the view
from the balcony. Light walls and a ceiling with
stucco molding, deficiency of superfluous detail
and chic furniture create the effect of airiness and
lightness that prevails throughout the villa. The
whole villa turned out to be especially charm and
interesting. The combination of our unique stylistics
with cultural heritage gave the interior a special,
incomparable charm. The balance of elegance and
classic, the perfect combination of the client’s
individuality and the uniqueness.
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APARTMENT IN DUBAI MARINA
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This stylish interior combines luxury and minimalistic designs. The golden ribbed TV stand and
the contrast themed furnitures brings the attractive coziness to the living room. On the other
side we designed the bedroom a beige wall with cannelures looks great with a travertine floor.
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COMMERCIAL
We believe successful commercial design begins with a practical
conversation. We look at the entirety of aspirations for a
commercial project and develop strategies for a wide range of
development models by using an integrated process model with
value management and quality assurance that we take pride in
having.
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RESTAURANT IN THE POINTE PALM
This is our new two floor restaurant project at The Pointe, Palm Jumeirah. The interior design turned out to be very interesting and refined. The
commercial success of a new place primarily depends on the concept, i.e. the idea and its exact implementation. We used various finishing materials,
colors and surfaces: brick, wood, metal. Modern furniture against classic stucco work and raised panels, brick walls, classic parquet and led strip
lights. The concept of the restaurant is made of contradictions.
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HEAD OFFICE IN BUSINESS BAY
The bright thematic set visually expands the space, while the contrast walls and panoramic
windows make this interior even airier. Such stylistic solutions are suitable for designing the
interiors of offices where it is urgent to satisfy almost any person. We made this quite a
large space utterly functional and created an interior that would appeal to any guest. Both
color solutions and decor elements are minimalistic and laconic.
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MODERN OFFICE IN JUMEIRAH BUSINESS CENTRE
The design plays with texture and scale,
utilizing both large gathering spaces and
intimate nooks for meetings, focus work
and encounters. Exposed pipes, riveted
steel columns and industrial sash windows
reveal the building’s industrial character,
and contrast with luxe textiles and moody
lighting. Hospitality-inspired furniture and
mild artwork distance the amenities space
from a corporate aesthetic, without
sacrificing functionality. Glass partitions
allow for private conferencing on each
rooms and on the other side workspace
that elevates design focal point.
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BARBER SHOP IN
JUMEIRAH LAKE TOWERS
When designing Barber shops, it is essential to consider the number of personnel, the placement of
special equipments. We have also taken into account the directions that the personnel will move in,
arranged the zones of the activities. Because the functionality of a barber shop directly depend on the
optimization of all work processes.
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OFFICE SPACE IN BUSINESS BAY
The concept of design for the
office is based on aesthetics,
business interior design canons and
the most recent trends. Safety,
comfort and refined look are three
pillars that have eventually become
the basic principles of the concept
of this design. Every little detail
matters. Along with the aesthetic
visual component, the priority task
of any design project is functionality. This interior is not overloaded
with decorative elements, since the
priority of public spaces will
always be free traffic and comfortable accommodation.
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RESTAURANT LOUNGE IN
AJMAN
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We designed this multi level vast restaurant’s interior, which allowed us to integrate the gastronomic
space into the overall design concept absolutely organically. First of all atmosphere is the key role
in a restaurant and interior design is one of the most important element. It remains in the guest’s
memory, on level with cuisine and service. The interior should evoke emotions and impressions, a
desire to discuss.
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P ROJECT COMPLETION
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C ONTACT

US

Feel free to reach us anytime, our representatives are ready
for you and its our responsibility to guide you to the best.
Thank you.

Burlington Tower, Business Bay, Dubai,
United Arab Emirates.
800 77 111
info@bluedomeuae.com
bluedomeuae
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